Preliminaries
Let <p be a function which is finite, even on (-a>,co) and non-decreasing on <0,o>) such that <p(0)=0 and (p(u)>o for u>0. The necessity follows from this fact that the space (ï>(is discrete if ^(+0)>0. Theorem 2.3. The space is a T 2 -space.
Proof. Let x,yep(l) be arbitrary and let x * y. Observe that A^(x,r) n A^(y,r) « 0 for some r>0. In fact, suppose that A"(x,r) n A_(y,r) * a for each r>0. Let r -»0 for n-x». Then there exists a sequence x n ep(l) for n*l such that Later we shall need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let p be a function continuous on <0,oo), let xep(l) and x n «p(l) for n*l. If oo a> for all y€f>(l) such that x-y«p(l), then the sequence ( x n ) ntl is convergent to x in the 9 topology.
Proof. Let e>0 be arbitrary and let yep(1) be such that 00 Hence x-y « f>(l) and ^ p-ij^j« c for all n>N k=l and some natural number N. Thus x_«A_(y,e) for n>N and so the n f sequence (* n ) nfcl is convergent to x in the J topology. Proof. If <p does not satisfy the condition (A,), the there 1 is a sequence u as n-x» such that u >0 for n*l, (P(u )<-=• n n ri m^a In and ®((1+-)u )>2 ®(u_) for n*l. Further, there are finite, n n n pairwise disjoint sets F n of indices j for which -^j * ) f>(u )< for ntl 2n 4-=-n n 3 €F n (compare [6] , the proof of Lemma 1.2.). ntl, be convergent to xep (1) in the sense of the p-distance. Let c>0 be arbitrary real and let ye<p(l) be such that xeA^(y, e). By Theorem 2.4, there is a 5>0 such that xcA^(x,5)cA^(y,e). Since ^m d^(x n ,x)=0 we obtain that x n €A^(y,e) for n>N (5) and so ( x n ) nfcl is convergent to x in J topology.
Necessity. If the condition (a) or (b) does not hold, then (see Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3.) there exist xep(l), x n ep(l) for nsl and a>0 such that ^m d^(x n ,x)=0 and 00 00 ^JPiiJ) > a + « a+S for n*l. k=l k=l We shall prove that (* n ) nfc i is not convergent in the J topology. Clearly X€A^(0,a+S). This set is a neighbourhood of x such that x n * A^(0,a+S) for any n*l and so (* n ) nJsl is not convergent to x in the topology. Let us suppose that it is convergent to y*x, ycp(l) in the topology. Then d^(x n ,y)-»0 as n->oo and y=x, a contradiction. 
